IDEA

Started as a dialogue or an artist talk and it turned into an idea to provide opportunities for dialogues; to present recent or ongoing projects and receive feedback to improve professional practices.
CONCEPT

It is an independent project organized by artists and cultural managers whose aim is to generate a healthy and safe community of artists, creators and cultural managers, within the Puerto Rican context, and in dialogue with the art scene abroad.
DEVELOPMENT

We conducted a research on artist residencies offered in the past and currently active in Puerto Rico.

As a result we designed a pilot program to address the need to create community and opportunities for professional development.
RESULTS

Virtual group critiques and meetings that aim to generate a community of artists, creators and cultural managers.
FUTURE

In person gathering with the participants that will strive to strengthen the artistic community, which will consequently end with a final project.
We appreciate the support from the US Latinx Art Forum through The Charla Fund.
CONTACT

IG   banastaresidenciaartistica
W    residenciabanasta.org
E    info@residenciabanasta.org